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The MPOptimate 24 fiber trunk cables are designed for datacenter solutions 

supporting the topologies as specified in the datacenter standards EN50173-5 and 

ISO/IEC 24764.  

 

The MPOptimate system supports up to 6 cassettes in a channel, while still 

meeting the attenuation and return loss specifications for datacenter applications 

such as 10-40-100 Gigabit Ethernet, 4-8-16G Fibre Channel or InfiniBand™. 

 

24 fiber MPOptimate female/female trunk cables are used to connect 24 fiber  

10G, 40G and 100G MPOptimate cassettes. MPOptimate trunk cables provide the 

possibility to make cross-connections or inter-connections to the equipment. In 

case the MPO cable is connected with MPO couplers, one of the MPO connectors 

must have pins. 

 

The 24 fiber MPOptimate trunk cables are constructed from 7.5mm loose tube gel 

filled indoor/outdoor rated cable. The transition at each end to 3.8mm round MPO 

tails is protected with a free floating fiber over-molded fan-out. On both sides of the 

MPO connector, the tails are protected with a clear plastic protection sleeve. The 

sleeve is closed with a re-usable tie-wrap which can be used to strain relieve the 

MPO trunk to the panel or cabinet at the over-molded fan-out. For placing/pulling 

the trunks over longer lengths, a re-usable IP67 protection/pulling kit can be 

ordered separately. 

 

 

FEATURES 

 Pre-terminated low loss MPOptimate trunk cable 

 OM3 or OM4 bend insensitive fiber glass in an LSZH loose tube cable  

 Mated MPO performance for OM3 and OM4: 

Attenuation ≤ 0.25 dB(max.) RL ≥ 28 dB(min) 

 MPO tail length 80 cm  

 Each product is individually tested to ensure that its performance meets 

or exceeds the required standard. The test results are supplied with each product. 

 Protection / pulling kit can be ordered separately. 
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SPECIFICATION  

PLEASE NOTE – THE FOLLOWING TEXT HAS BEEN WRITTEN SO THAT YOU CAN SIMPLY CUT AND PASTE IT 

DIRECTLY INTO YOUR TENDER DOCUMENTATION. 

MPOptimate 24 fiber trunks shall be an bend insensitive [OM3/OM4] LSZH, indoor/outdoor, single loose tube 24 fiber cable 

with a diameter of 7.5mm. The LSZH outer jacket color shall be AQUA with a flammability rating according IEC 60332 Parts 1 

and 3. 

 

At both ends of the MPO trunk, the transition from the round cable to the round MPO tails (80± 8cm) will be assembled via an 

over-molded fan-out that include the possibility to strain relieve the trunk with a tie-wrap. Both sides the MPO tails shall be 

protected with a clear plastic protection sleeve. The sleeve shall be closed with a re-usable tie-wrap which can be used to 

strain relieve the MPO trunk to the panel or cabinet. For placing/pulling the trunks over longer lengths a re-usable IP67 

protection/pulling kit must be available 

 

Cable Drawing and Wire Map: 
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TE Connectivity, TE connectivity (logo), Tyco Electronics and TE (logo) are trademarks of the TE Connectivity Ltd. family of companies and 
its licensors.  
  
 
While TE Connectivity has made every reasonable effort to ensure the accuracy of the information in this document, TE Connectivity does 
not guarantee that it is error-free, nor does TE Connectivity make any other representation, warranty or guarantee that the information is 
accurate, correct, reliable or current. TE Connectivity reserves the right to make any adjustments to the information contained herein at any 
time without notice. TE Connectivity expressly disclaims all implied warranties regarding the information contained herein, including, but not 
limited to, any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. The dimensions in this document are for reference 
purposes only and are subject to change without notice. Specifications are subject to change without notice. Consult TE Connectivity for the 
latest dimensions and design specifications. 
  

Tyco Electronics Corporation, a TE Connectivity Ltd. Company. All Rights Reserved. 
2160608 09/13 Original © 2013 

Contact us: 

www.te.com/enterprise-eu 
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* Specifications subject to change without notice. 

 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

 
Description                                                                    Lengths 

Wire map Catalogue Number 

24 fiber MPO trunk OM4, tail 80cm 0-99 meters Straight A wire y-2160608-x 

24 fiber MPO trunk OM4, tail 80cm 100-500 meters Straight A wire y-2160609-x 

24 fiber MPO trunk OM3, tail 80cm 0-99 meters Straight A wire y-2160663-x 

24 fiber MPO trunk OM3, tail 80cm 100-500 meters Sraight A wire y-2160664-x 

 

* X and Y indicate the length of the trunk cable between the fan-outs. 
Cable lengths (“L”) are defined on length tables 
- for cables from 2 – 99 meter table with part number 2055705 
- for cables from 100 – 500 meter table with part number 2055706. 
Length tables are available at www.te.com 

Technical Details 
 

Connector-Type 

 

MPO/MTP* 24 fiber (2 row) low loss MPOptimate connector 
* The MTP multi-fiber connector is US Conec’s trademarked name for an improved MPO connector. The TE Connectivity MPOptimate connectors meet and exceed the MTP 

performance. 

 

Optical Characteristics 

Mated  MPO Attenuation OM3 and OM4 typical 0.17dB max. ≤ 0.25dB 

Mated  MPO Return Loss OM3 and OM4 ≥28dB 

OM3 /OM4 fiber Optobend bend insensitive fiber , IEC 60793-2-10 type A1a.2 / A1a.3, ISO/IEC 
11801 OM3 / OM4, TIA/EIA-492AAAC / 492AAAD 

OM3 bandwidth OFL bandwidth ≥ 1500 MHz.km @ 850nm /EMB ≥2000MHz.km @ 850nm 

OM4 bandwidth OFL bandwidth ≥ 3500 MHz.km @ 850nm /EMB ≥4700MHz.km @ 850nm 

 

 

Mechanical Characteristics 

 

Operating Temperature System -10 to +60ºC, cable only -20 to + 60 °C 

Flammability  IEC 60332 Parts 1 and 3 

Approvals/Compliant  

Structured cabling: ISO/IEC 11801 / Cenelec EN 50173-1 / TIA-568 C.0  

Data Center: Cenelec EN 50173-5 / ISO/IEC 24764 

Application: Ethernet IEEE 802.3; 10/40/100GbE / Fiber Channel  PI5; 4-8-16G / InfiniBandTM Architecture spec Volume 2 

Connectors: IEC61754-4.20; IEC61754-7; IEC 61300-3-30; TIA 604-5-D (FOCIS 5); EN50377-15-1 

RoHS Compliant  


